The quest for high-quality lead/probe compounds
The NIH (National Institutes of Health) Molecular Libraries and Imaging initiative (MLI) [1] has assembled a small-molecule chemical library known as the MLI Small Molecule Repository, or MLSMR (using ''MLSMR'' in PubChem Substance [2] retrieves this subset). Focused on the early stages of lead discovery, with emphasis on target identification, assay development, biomolecular screening, hit-to-probe analysis, the MLI is expected to derive ''chemical probes'' [1] from (some of) the screened assays. The MLI bridges the cultural divide between the public and private sectors by increasing the availability of small molecules as chemical probes for basic research. These MLI activities are likely to influence the industrial and academic drug discovery enterprise, in particular with respect to the intellectual property aspects, and in some cases are anticipated to yield to lead identification and optimization, followed by clinical trials. The MLI efforts influence less the large pharmaceutical houses, which advocate the ''megabrand'' concept [3] , i.e., focused efforts on drugs that yield significant income, e.g., in excess of 800 million USD [4, 5] , instead of marketing a variety of products to smaller markets. Based on often-flawed marketing research [6] , this type of non-scientific evaluation has a decisive influence on what compounds are progressed to clinical trials and submitted for approval to regulatory agencies. Some of the scientific aspects of the decision making process, in most of the industrial sector, are based on cheminformatics [7] . Cheminformatics is likely to play a major role in the decision making process of the MLSCN (the MLI Screening Centers Network), which is expected to progress compounds to the ''chemical probe'' status for a variety of targets and, perhaps, for some phenotypic screens.
The cheminformatics-driven process of choosing the appropriate leads and chemical probes is becoming important in both the industrial and academic environment. In this paper, we are revisiting our earlier work [8] , where we contrasted some computed properties of high-activity (better than 1 nM) molecules from literature with those of leads. This work is actually inspired by Lipinski's rule of five (Ro5) [9] , which sets the upper (ninety percentile) limits as follows: 500 Da for molecular weight (MW); 5 for CLogP, the calculated logarithm of the octanol/water partition coefficient, 5 for the number of hydrogen bond donors (HDO); and 10 for the sum of hydrogen bond acceptors (HAC), respectively. The Ro5 criteria, derived from marketed drugs, are applicable to the selection of candidate drugs for oral delivery, not to leads [10] , nor are they applicable to ''pub-like'' compounds, as we conclude later in this text. We suggested more restrictive values for leads [11] , as leads tend to exhibit lower molecular complexity [12] . Not surprisingly, such restricted values are also applicable to the active molecules from MLSMR, as the property space for chemical probes is much closer to the one for leads, which is more restrictive than the property space for drugs [13] .
Materials and methods

Datasets
To examine current trends in the property space of leads, drugs, and chemical probes, we compiled a list of known leads and drugs, and compared these to compounds of interest for pharmaceutical development, to ''active''/''inactive'' compounds from PubChem [2] , as well as to high-and low-activity compounds from WOMBAT, a medicinal chemistry database. The following datasets were investigated:
• The 385 leads and 541 drugs which emerged from these leads, which resulted by combining previously described datasets [10, 12, 14] The above subsets were retrieved from PubChem on August 9, 2006. The ''active'' and ''inactive'' labels are defined by the depositors of the data and were considered as such, without further verification. Preference was given to MLSCN compounds as opposed to other PubChem sources for two reasons: (a) MLSMR compounds were tested under HTS conditions in the MLSCN, which is indicative of the manner in which chemical probes are likely to be identified and (b) biological activities reported in Nature Chemical Biology papers were not available for the NCB compound sets.
• Compounds extracted from papers published in mainstream medicinal chemistry journals [16] , split in two categories according to the their biological activity: • 30,690 compounds for which the biological activity is above 1 lM, or below 6 units on the -log 10 (activity) scale, on all of the documented literature assays (WB6); • 5,784 compounds for which the biological activity is below 1 nM, or above 9 units on the -log 10 (activity) scale, in one of the documented literature assays (WB9). Of these, only 127 were launched drugs. WOMBAT compounds that fall in the mid-range (between 6.01 and 8.99 on the -log 10 (activity) scale) were not included in this study because they cannot be distinguished on a bioactivity basis. Overall, their property distribution mimics the distribution of medicinal chemistry compounds [13] (data not shown).
Calculated properties
The property space of the above datasets was compared by following the 50% (median) and 90% (''tail'') distribution moments (except for solubility-see below) of the following (calculated) properties:
• MW (molecular weight); • Molecular complexity -as monitored by the number of rings (RNG) and by SMCM, or the simple molecular complexity metric, a rule-based system detailed elsewhere [17] ; • The number of non-terminal flexible bonds (RTB), as shown in Equation 1:
where N nt is the number of non-terminal freely rotatable bonds (but single bonds observed in groups like, e.g., sulfonamides (N-S) or esters (C-O), are excluded); n i is the number of single bonds in any non-aromatic ring i with 6 or more bonds; RGB i is the number of rigid bonds in ring i; ShB i is the number of bonds shared by ring i with any other ring. The substructural SMARTS [18] query used for N nt is as follows:
• The number of hydrogen bond donors (HDO) based on the following SMARTS query: [!H0;#7,#8;!$([*,-,-2,-3]),!$(*-*=,#*)] • The number of hydrogen bond acceptors (HAC) based on the following SMARTS query:
• LogP, the octanol/water partition coefficient [19] estimated by Leo's ClogP [20] and by Tetko's ALOGPS, referred here as TLogP [21] ; • LogSw, the intrinsic water solubility [22, 23] , as implemented in Tetko's ALOGPS [24] , and referred here as TLogSw. For this property, we used the 10%, rather than the 90% distribution moment.
• Finally, the number of Ro5 violations, based on the Ro5 criteria described above, using the original implementation of Lipinski et al. [9] . For example, we used the sum of oxygen and nitrogen atoms (SumNO) as the H-bond acceptor count instead of the above HAC descriptor, and ClogP instead of TLogP.
Our earlier work used the LogP and LogSw estimators from the EPI (Estimation Program Interface) Suite [25] , because these were freely available (and hence, data could be reproduced). However, we decided to use ALOGPS and ClogP for the following reasons: ALOGPS is also freely available [26] and has shown reliable performance on drug-like compounds from in-house pharmaceutical databases [27, 28] , whereas ClogP is considered by many the standard LogP estimation program.
Results and discussion
Property distribution for MLSMR and NCB actives As previously mentioned [8] , lead structures are, on average, smaller and more polar than the final structures of the marketed drugs, and significantly different from high-activity molecules. The earlier analysis [8] was based on a lower number of compounds: 62 leads and 75 drugs, and a few thousand medicinal chemistry actives and inactives. This was been expanded to 385 leads and 541 drugs, to which we added tens of thousands of literature compounds. Before re-evaluating the trends noted earlier in a significantly larger dataset, we were interested in comparing these leads and drugs with the chemical probes from the set of MLSMR and NCB ''actives'', as tested under HTS conditions in the MLSCN and available from the PubChem system (''pub-like'' compounds).
We found no significant differences in the property distribution of the leads, when compared to the MLSMR and NCB actives, both at the median and 90% statistical moment for MW, RNG, and Ro5-as shown in Table 1 . Some differences were observed for HDO (1 donor less in the MLSMR_Act subset), HAC & SumNO (smaller 90% values for NCB actives), RTB, as well as LogP and TLogSw values. However, the NCB subset has roughly 8 times smaller population size when compared to Leads. This limited dataset indicates that, according to LogP and TLogSw, leads are more hydrophobic and less soluble (at the 10% distribution moment) when compared to MLSMR actives. However, the small population size for the ''pub-like'' actives to date does not warrant significant conclusions in this direction. Therefore, further analyses reported below refer to the combined set of 385 Leads, 152 MLSMR actives and 46 NCB actives as the ''Actives'' dataset (a total of 569 unique structures).
Trends in chemical probe discovery
The 569 ''Actives'' were compared with the following sets: The ''Drugs'' set, which combines the 541 drugs resulting from the 385 Leads with the 1,147 MDDR Launched Drugs, to yield 1,651 (unique) Drugs; the WB9 set; Phases I, II and III from MDDR; the ''Inactives'' set, which combined 1488 MLSMR & the 72 NCB inactives for a total of 1,551 unique structures; and, finally, the 30,960 WB6 structures. Median values are compared in Table 2 , whereas the 90% distribution moments (except for LogSw, at 10%) are given in Table 3 . While they may carry equivalent information, data is presented at two different distribution moments because, for larger population sizes, the ''tail-end'' values (10% and 90%) may differ even when the median values are similar.
Given the Actives subset as baseline, it becomes apparent that there are marked increases in MW, complexity and Ro5 violations, when comparing the Actives to high-activity molecules from literature (WB9), and less so-in decreasing order-for Phase I, II, III, Drugs and Inactives. Surprisingly, the 1,551 Inactives from MLSMR and NCB appear to be smaller, less complex, less hydrophobic and more soluble at both the 50% and 90% distribution moments, when compared to Actives. The WB6 subset of low-activity molecules appears to be more similar to the Drugs subset, and not to the set of high-activity molecules. The only subset that violates at least 1 Ro5 criterion at the 50% distribution level is WB9; by contrast, only the Actives set (one Ro5 violation) and the Inactive set (no Ro5 violations) are within the Ro5 ''cube'' at the 90% distribution moment. The data in Tables 2 and 3 continues to support our earlier observations [8] regarding the trends in lead discovery: Namely, that high-activity molecules (WB9) are significantly more complex, larger, more flexible, more hydrophobic, and less soluble when compared to any other set in this analysis, in particular to Actives and to the structurally related WB6 set of low-activity compounds.
Looking at the MLSMR and NCB subsets; one notices that the inactives are smaller than the actives. This is perhaps best explained by examining the origin of these ''pub-like'' subsets: The NCB and MLSMR sets were both confirmed with HTS, without follow-up selection. However, high-and low-activity molecules from medicinal chemistry literature (WB9 and WB6, respectively) substantiate the influence of individual processing, since each molecule is designed with the thought of improving (mostly) target-binding affinity.
Trends in lead and drug discovery
Earlier observations by us [8] and others [29] that Leads exhibit lower MW, lower hydrophobicity and higher solubility when compared to Phase I-III compounds continue to hold true, if one compares data from Table 4 . Here we illustrate the amount of change in the corresponding property values for MW, SMCM, RNG, SumNO, RTB, TLogP and TLogSw, when using the Leads subset as a baseline. This Table indicates that, on average, the Leads subset is significantly smaller, more soluble, less hydrophobic, less flexible and less complex than any other subset (except the MLSMR and NCB actives, as discussed earlier). While HTS hits from public datasets appear to be aligned to the known leads, we continue to note that high-activity molecules are, on average, more than 170 a.m.u. units larger, even though the progression from WB9 to Phase I-III and Drugs indicates a continued ''drop'' in MW. A similar ''drop'' can be noted for the number of rotatable bonds and for TLogP, whereas an increase can be noted for TLogSw. These property changes are further substantiated by the fact that no effort whatsoever was made to discriminate between orally available and intra-venous or intra-muscular drugs. In other words, these observations hold for drug discovery in general (1,651 unique drugs), and can be traced backwards through the MDDR subsets and WB9 (which on the average are the most distinct subset compared to Leads). Thus, high-activity compounds (WB9) continue to exhibit higher MW, higher LogP, higher complexity and flexibility, and lower LogSw when compared to Leads, Phase I-III compounds and Drugs: 63.9% of the WB9 compounds have MW >425, compared to 24% of the Drugs, and 10.7% of the Actives (and Leads), respectively. In the same category, however, fall 49.2% of the Phase I, 42.4% of the Phase II, and 35.9% of the Phase III candidate drugs from MDDR, as well as 32.4% of the WB6 compounds. Thus, the increase in MW as one steps backwards from launched drugs to Phases III-I and on to high-activity compounds is definite, and bears no relation to the historical set of Leads.
In addition to high MW, high-activity compounds also exhibit higher LogP values: 46.6% of the WB9 compounds have ClogP > 4.0, compared to only 20% of the Actives (18.7% of the Leads), and 24.3% of the Drugs, respectively. Among MDDR compounds, 33.5% in Phase I, 35% in Phase II, and 30.6% in Phase III have ClogP > 4.0, similar to 33.7% of the WB6 compounds, respectively. It can be concluded that, whereas 20-25% of the Actives and Drugs have an estimated ClogP above 4.0, a higher proportion of the high-activity compounds (almost 50%) are in the same category. There is a clear tendency towards synthesizing more hydrophobic structures in current medicinal chemistry literature. Similar trends were observed when using TLogP instead of ClogP.
As noted earlier [8] , the ''intrinsic'' solubility in neutral state, indicative of a compound's solubility, can also serve as an indicator of how MW and LogP are distributed when observed simultaneously. We found that a significantly higher percentage of high-activity compounds, 57.85%, exhibit TlogSw < -4.5 values, compared to 21.3% of the Actives and 31.3% of the Drugs, respectively. In the same category (TLogSw < -4.5) fall~40% of the MDDR and WB6 compounds: 42.1% of Phase I, 43.6% of Phase II, and 38.5% of Phase III clinical candidates and 41.5% of the lowactivity compounds, respectively. Thus, there appears to be a definite improvement in solubility as one progresses backwards from WB9 (and WB6) to Phase I, II, III and on to launched drugs-trend which is not observed in the Actives set. 
Conclusions
The set of MLSMR and NCB actives (198 compounds) was found to be similar to the set of documented (historical) Leads (385 compounds), as summarized in Table 1 . This observation, applicable to the anticipated set of chemical probes, is even more remarkable when one compares the (significant) differences between the property distribution values of the 569 Actives and the 5,784 high-activity molecules from medicinal chemistry literature. The WB9 subset contains molecules that are, on average, larger, more hydrophobic and less soluble than any of the other datasets examined here. In the same manner, it can be noted that the Actives (pub-like) subset contains molecules that are, on average, smaller, less complex, less hydrophobic and more soluble than the other datasets.
As the academic community is embarking on chemical probe discovery, the issue of what constitutes high-quality probes is likely to be debated. Arguments such as ''historical bias'' are, and perhaps should be, used when it comes to defining property boundaries such as the Ro5 limits. And yet, the road to success is paved with multiple failures: Rather than increasing, the annual number of new approved drugs has decreased in the past decade, despite significantly larger numbers of molecules, and targets, being considered. Whether the boundary limits will be extend beyond the Ro5 ''cube'', only time will tell. We note, however, that over 55% of the top 200 oral drug products in the United States, Great Britain, Japan and Spain are ''high-solubility drugs'' [30] , and that only 18 of the 133 active principles from these drugs have ClogP values greater than 4.0 (data not shown). If past experience is to be related to therapeutic and economic success, as defined by the Top 200 drugs, and by the Actives subset, one is advised to observe the boundaries of this property space, and to carefully decide which of these properties should be allowed to exceed these values.
